Sunday Doorposts, Vol. 1
Wonderful, creative resource of calligraphic renderings of biblical texts for Sunday programs and church newsletters. Pages are suitable for scanning and reproduction is allowed for non-commercial use.

Timothy Botts is a very creative calligrapher from Chicago, Illinois, who has taught workshops around the USA. His work has been exhibited in numerous galleries and art festivals. This book is a selection of reproducible artistic pages which may be used for church bulletins or personal use. There are 60 black and white Biblical texts from Exodus through Revelation. My own church has used pages from this book to fill an empty spot in bulletins or announcement pages. I occasionally pick up the book and study the pages for inspiration on my own artistic projects. As it says on the back cover, "Sunday Doorposts" takes its title from the fact that the early Hebrews placed texts of Scripture around their doorposts as reminders." Be sure to check out Mr. Botts "Sunday Doorposts Volume 2 " and the many other items he has produced including artistic calendars.

Good Deal worked out well, replacement for a copy that I lost
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